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Cody Partnership UpdateCody Partnership Update

The Cody Partnership, like so many other ministries, has looked different most
of this year. But different does not equal disappear! Although we aren't able to
spend as much time as we'd like with our friends in the Cody community, we've
continued to invest in a number of ways. We appreciate your prayers!

Guest SpeakersGuest Speakers

The staff at Cody High School has asked for guest speakers to supplement
their online classes. Do you have a half-hour to share your career, your
passion for education, or your experiences in trying circumstances?

We can work with the staff to have you join 'live' online, or to record a message
to share with students.

For details, please contact Bob or Sharon GarnhamBob or Sharon Garnham.

Computer DonationsComputer Donations

Recently, our international ministry was able to acquire an array of notebooks,
laptops, and desktop computers. The devices were delivered to Cody High
School and distributed to students who did not have a personal computer. By
all reports it was well received. Many thanks to all for a very generous gift.

Cody BoostersCody Boosters

The Comets just wrapped up the fall sports season.  Highlights include three
Cody Cross Country All-City Medalists, an improved girls volleyball team, and
the return of Cody football!   OPC volunteers supported by helping run the
gates, aiding with setups, and even officiating as line judges at the district
volleyball game.

The Cody Boosters would also like to thank everyone who bowled this past

mailto:bobgarnham@yahoo.com, sharongarnham@gmail.com


February and supported our annual fundraiser.  We were able to fully fund new
football uniforms for the 2020 season and years to come. Go Comets!

Follow @Cody Boosters on FacebookFacebook and InstagramInstagram!

Dixon Learning AcademyDixon Learning Academy

God has given us opportunities to serve students and their families this year,
as well as the community around Dixon. Here are a few of our God stories:
 
We had success in contacting a few of our students in the spring and the
mentors of those students were able to get them groceries and even do some
virtual tutoring.

We have been assisting with the monthly Gleaners drive through food
distribution. It has been a blessing not only to help the community, but also has
afforded us contact with a few of our families and to check in on our Dixon
staff.

https://www.facebook.com/cody.boosters/
https://www.instagram.com/codyboosters/


Even though Grow Cody Rouge was cancelled this year, volunteers came on a
hot Saturday morning and cleaned up the playgrounds, touched up some paint
on the sidewalk games, and weeded the courtyard.

We are continuing to partner with SOAR Detroit and working with the school
district to develop a virtual mentoring program. Our volunteers are more than



ready to get started again!

Thank you for your continued prayers for the Cody Rouge community and the
OPC Cody Partnership. And a huge THANK YOU to our amazing volunteers!!


